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Congratulations! You have successfully downloaded the 1st-ever-published DOCUROLOGY

ebook and officially entered the path towards better days.

If you are suffering from neck pain, headaches, and lots of tension in your trapezius and shoulders -

this is your manual to a PAIN-FREE future.

In this ebook, you will find out much more than just 8 pieces of advice on how to relieve your neck

issues, but most importantly, you will get the CONTEXT and be able to ‘CONNECT THE DOTS’. So

you will understand how the body responds in connection to our actions and lifestyle and, finally,

how body, mind, energy, emotions and soul are interconnected.

Enjoy the reading, and get ready for a massive improvement if you follow the instructions and take

the action!

Mgr. et Mgr. Ľudmila Krasňanská, Ph.D.
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8 Steps To Relieve Your
Neck Pain Forever!

VIA ‘DOCUROLOGY ‘METHOD
by Mgr. et Mgr. Ľudmila Krasňanská, Ph.D.

When it comes to pain, many people often don't see the complexity of it and look at things only from
one perspective. Some people only focus on the physical pain, muscles, and joints. Other people
say that all the pain is mental and that meditation only will fix it. The others focus only on the world
of emotions. In most cases, the truth is a combination of more of these.

Before we start, I would like you to know one thing - if you want to solve your problem
forever, there are no shortcuts. You will have to invest a certain amount of time, energy, and
maintenance effort.

Let's get into it, shall we?

Let me introduce myself, my name is Ľudmila, and I am a founder of the 'Docurology' method. I
created it in 2020, during some intense hardships of my life when I suffered from unmanageable
neck & jaw pain, and chronic anxiety and panic attacks.

WHAT IS ‘DOCUROLOGY’?

'Docurology' is a method that helps people transform their lives, align the body with mind and soul,
break free, balance their internal world and emotions. More about the Docurology and Ľudmila you
will find on the website.

NECK PAIN

Before I tell you how you can get rid of it, I need you to understand the root causes to help you make
conscious choices toward achieving your goals. In this ebook, you will find a summary of the
physical, mental, emotional & metaphysical causes of neck pain and headaches.

Wishing you good luck,
Ľudmila

.
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CAUSES OF NECK PAIN
Neck pain often consists of a combination of physical, emotional, energetic, mental and spiritual
reasons. We will start with the physical causes and continue through energetic and emotional to the
mental and spiritual. There is always much more that I would like to share with you than what I write
here, so if you are interested, you can follow my Instagram or Facebook, where I regularly share
more content on these topics.

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

There are multiple reasons that can cause pain when it comes to muscles and joints. I often see
people working on the computer or with phones and having their right and left arms in entirely
different positions. But first, . . .

LET ME INTRODUCE YOU TO PETER!

Peter is a business owner dedicated to fixing his neck pain. Peter works 6 hours a day online. Like
most people, the amount of time he spends on the computer and phone is much longer than the
time he spends on posture corrections. Peter has a healthy, balanced lifestyle, goes to the gym, and
sometimes does yoga. Despite that, he suffers from neck pain. Does it mean you have to spend the
same amount of time doing the exercises as you work?

Definitely NO! However, the time you need to invest in fixing your
problem is very individual. The good thing is that you often only
need to invest extra time for a short period only and afterward
doing the maintenance is enough.

However, Peter is clever and decides to make this step right now.
He is tired of constant neck pain and headaches and he wants to be
productive at work, have less brain fog & confusion, less load on his
shoulders, and feel happier. The daily pain often makes him upset,
and he thinks that he can not be wholly himself when the tension
in the neck arises.

Peter understands that once he decides to solve his neck problem, the quality of his life will
massively improve. Therefore, he commits himself:

"I will do 3 weeks of exercises for my neck daily to fix most of the problem, improve circulation and
remove all the toxins that are causing my tension. I understand the compound effect principle and I
won't expect immediate results but will follow slow and steady steps. A good choice of exercises will
help me resolve this completely. I will do them with a focus on high precision, and in case I want to
quit, I won’t because I will do the daily evidence that gives me extra accountability when I see how
much work I already put into it. I know that approximately on day 7 or 8, I will start feeling the first
results. I will experience less tension in my neck, ability to be more focused on work, and being
more present and kinder to my partner or friends. This improvement will encourage me to continue
doing this for another two weeks.
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I know that approximately after three full weeks of this powerful routine, I will feel like a new person,
and later on, I don’t have to continue the exercises too often intensively. It will be enough. I will
maybe do my exercises 2x a week to do maintenance. This way, I will prevent possible pain and
injuries in my neck and shoulders because they are really connected. I know it will also benefit my
lower back because if my neck has an incorrect position, it can contribute to my lower back pain as
well.

It’s been enough pain in my life, and I am ready to do it NOW! First, I will read the NECK PAIN
RELIEF EBOOK to understand better why my neck hurts, what steps I need to do so that I don’t
waste my time and fix it efficiently through the proven guidance inside. I will not postpone anything
this time and will commit to a powerful routine. Because no trick or hack could fix my neck, only my
decision, and daily work for a few weeks.

Well, this was a story about Peter, but it might be your story as well. There are so many ‘Peters’
suffering from neck pain in the world. If you feel that you are one of them, continue reading the next
pages to understand your neck pain better and follow the steps at the end of this ebook to solve
your problem, ideally forever. The first thing is to understand what causes physical pain and what we
can do about it.

SITTING POSITION

Many of us sit with our heads shifted forwards more than it’s appropriate. That happens because of
computers, phones, holding/lifting kids, work, working pressure, or in the case of women, also big
and heavy breasts that pull forwards.

Sitting upright with shoulders backward will help to eliminate
pressure. In the ideal case, you would stabilise your neck in
the position so that your chin doesn’t come forward and is
holding stable in one line with a minimum conscious effort.
Maybe you will recognize yourself in the next couple of
pictures. If yes, continue reading; it may bring you exactly
what you are looking for.

Picture 1

DRIVING A CAR OR MOTORCYCLE

Many people have lots of pain caused by daily driving a car or
motorcycle. Try to be more mindful of pushing your shoulders
slightly backwards and tacking your chin whenever you sit.
This also has its limitations, especially in case you have other
postural imbalances, and through aligning your neck and
shoulder, you can accidentally cause yourself imbalance in the
other parts of your body (for example in the lower back).
That’s why even if you only have neck pain, I always
recommend people work on the whole body alignment.

Picture 2
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ONE-SIDED ACTIVITIES

Working on a computer or phone, smoking, or holding the bag on one shoulder can create
unnecessary tension, often resulting in pain between the shoulder blades, in the upper trapezius, on
the shoulder, and the bottom of your skull. That might contribute to worsening your mental and
emotional health.

Picture 3

In the following picture, you find the most common pain areas that nowadays ‘computer lifestyle’
brings. However, this doesn’t always have to be caused only by computers. It can also result from
holding your child in one arm or many others. The ideal solution would be to find a specialist who
can help you resolve it or at least a simple movement program in case you don’t have financial or
time resources.

SPORT

One-sided sports, such as tennis or boxing, can often contribute to imbalances and pain. Therefore,
balancing these with more ‘even’ activities such as swimming, dancing, or fitness is good. You might
have brought this imbalance from the activities you did in your childhood, and it stays with you
life-long - until you work on it. In case the imbalance is already developed, it is essential to find
compensation exercises, whether in the form of a good physiotherapist or fitness trainer or a
program focused on your problem.

SLEEPING POSITION

Many people complain about their beds and pillows. Yes, indeed, the worse mattress or pillow you
have, the more pain you experience, but they are not the primary root cause of your problem.

If a person is aligned and has a healthy neck area, he/she would even be able to sleep on a wooden
floor with zero to minimum pain for a few days. When the problem already is present in your life, I
recommend you to change your bed and pillow for a better one, but they are not the root cause.
They only bring into surface something that has already been imbalanced before and needs to be
solved. By only changing the pillow or bed, you are working on the symptoms, but with
compensation exercises, you go to the root cause. What will you choose?
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WORKING POSITION

In this picture, you will find a description of the ideal working position on the computer.

Picture 4

SCARS, SCAR TISSUES - OLD INJURIES, ACCIDENTS & SURGERIES

Scars and scar tissues are often overlooked when it comes to pain. The truth is that each scar and
scar tissue you have from your past due to an old injury, accident, and surgery causes 'the pulling
effect.' The affected area loses its flexibility, & the muscles around it pull together. As a result, there's
a lack of circulation, and we start using our muscles differently, and create imbalances also in the
other areas of the body. The pain or tension usually comes later, and surprisingly, often not in the
injured area. For example, if someone cuts their finger, they start using the whole arm differently,
often resulting in elbow, shoulder, or neck pain. The place where we feel the pain is - in most cases -
not from where it originates.

Our body is very complex, and only when we address the root causes of the pain together, can we
achieve a pain-free life without recurring problems. The pain in our muscles is often just a
consequence of the other body’s systems not functioning correctly - circulatory, lymphatic,
endocrine, nervous, digestive or meridian system. Pathways of these systems go through the neck
area, and if some of them are not working as they should, they can contribute to your neck pain. For
example, suppose we have a problem with our circulatory system, which causes neck pain (usually
there are more reasons but let’s take this as an example). In that case, we must address the whole
circulatory system in the entire body, not only the neck.
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CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

This system circulates blood, delivers essential substances into
cells, and helps remove waste from them. If it doesn’t work
correctly, inflammation or more serious illnesses may occur. A
critical way is exercising not only in standard practices such as
running, walking, or going to the gym but also to achieve
correction and compensation (opposite) positions - to do
exercises that “open” the muscles that are blocked or tight due
to our sedentary lifestyle. The circulatory and lymphatic
systems can be activated through inversion (legs up - head
down) positions.

If you suffer from unmanageable pain and have a tight neck (many little nodes inside which are not
lymph nodes), I would also suggest you to learn more about the heavy metals. They might
contribute to neck and joint pain, brain fog, confusion, anxiety, depression, fatigue, etc.

In the following picture you can see some of
the organs and systems that can be affected
by that. From personal experience I would
like to say that this topic is much more
complex and if you would like to educate
yourself about it first. I do not consider
myself to have enough expertise to speak
about this into depth and would like to avoid
any misinformation.

LYMPHATIC SYSTEM
The lymphatic system is a part of the immune system that
has many functions, such as protecting your body from
illness-causing invaders, maintaining body fluid levels,
absorbing the digestive tract fast, and removing waste
products from your cells.

In our entire body, we have many lymph vessels & nodes.
Lymph nodes are small glands that filter lymph, clear fluid
circulating through the lymphatic system. The lymph
nodes accumulate bacteria or dead / diseased cells during
an infection or illness.

Picture 5

Lymph nodes swell when a condition occurs in the area where they are located. The lymph nodes in
the neck can become swollen as a response to respiratory infection, for example, a cold.
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If your lymph nodes are swollen (short or long time), they can contribute to neck pain and block
circulation. Optimising the function of your lymphatic system (with an appropriate pace - in this care
please be careful, not too quickly!) is crucial to healing neck pain. It is essential to address the entire
lymphatic system, not only the parts in the neck, because the lymphatic vessels continue throughout
the whole body, as you can see in the previous picture.

I use it for my lymphatic system movement (mainly inversions) and frequencies. Working with
frequencies that were appropriate for my lymph helped my nervous system as well. The less swollen
were my lymph nodes, the less tension I held in my muscles, and muscles created less pressure on
my nerves.

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM
The endocrine system is a complex network of glands and organs that uses hormones to control
and coordinate your body’s metabolism, energy level, reproduction, growth, development, and
response to injury, stress, and mood.

The main parts of this system are the following glands: the hypothalamus, pituitary, thyroid,
parathyroid, adrenal, pineal, pancreas, ovaries, and testes. Neck pain can be caused by a swollen
and inflamed thyroid gland as well.

This pain can sometimes even spread to your ears or
jaw. There are more diagnoses connected with the
thyroid gland, which I would recommend you to discuss
with a specialist. I want to point out that correctly and
gently chosen exercises in combination with healing
the other systems in this area (circulatory, lymphatic,
nervous, etc.) can improve multiple health conditions
by creating circulation and delivering energy to the
problematic area.

NERVOUS SYSTEM
The most mystical part of the human body is the nervous system. A balanced nervous system is the
answer to a balanced life, a clear mind, emotional regulation, a pain-free body, peace, and joy.

However, many people don’t have enough education about it. This topic is very complex, and at this
point, I want to avoid explaining in detail how the nervous system works because it can be
overwhelming. I will only point to a few aspects related to the neck pain topic.

The picture above shows an example of the median nerve that goes from your neck down toward
your fingers. The root cause in this example starts in the wrist, but the pain also occurs in the neck.
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The nerve doesn’t get healed on the whole pathway and usually causes problems with the wrist or
neck, but it can also cause muscle tension in the entire arm. If you have a wrist injury, use too much
computer, or do some one-sided activity, this nerve can be harmed.
Our body’s systems are more interconnected than you
might think. As you can see, local pain often has a root
cause in a completely different part of your body. For
example, your carpal tunnel, golf, or tennis elbow might
be causing your neck pain as well. The only way to fix it
without recurring pain is to work on the entire system -
in this case, fingers, wrist, forearm, elbow, biceps,
shoulder, and neck, as well as other body’s systems.

Picture 6

In the following picture, you see other primary
nerves of the arm (ulnar and radial) that go from
your neck, through the shoulder, elbow down to
your wrist, and fingers. If they are hurting in one
part, they can cause pain and problems in the
other one. Hopefully, this helped to understand
the interconnection and why working on the
entire arm is essential for neck pain.

Picture 7

Now, let's slowly get into the parasympathetic part of
the nervous system. The primary nerve of this part is
the ‘vagus nerve, connecting your brain with your
digestive organs while it travels through your neck. This
system controls certain body functions, for example,
digestion, heart rate, immune system, etc. If a vagus
nerve is damaged, people often deal with pain in their
neck and many other conditions, such as voice and
throat problems, increased heart rate, brain fog, and
gut problems. That means that problem can go both
ways. The harmed vagus nerve can affect your neck
pain, and a stiff neck can compress your vagus nerve
and affect its nerve function.
Picture 8

A pinched or irritated vagus nerve results in neck pain and other body-mind issues, such as anxiety,
depression, headaches and migraines, and a low immune system. The vagus nerve topic is much
more complex, and I recommend you read more about it.
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DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
Did you know that dysfunctional digestion can be a
cause of neck pain as well?

One of the most common causes is acid reflux - GERD
(Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease). The stomach
acids, fluids, or food particles travel back from the
stomach to the throat. It irritates the throat lining and
contributes to soreness, uncomfortable swelling, and
neck muscle pain.

Changing your diet or eliminating coffee can be a big
game-changer. With my clients, without addressing the
digestion (often connected with suppressed emotions
as well), we often can not move forwards to fixing the
pain.

MERIDIAN SYSTEM
The energetic pathways go through our bodies, too. If some organs do not function well, it might be
due to blocked energy flow which can be caused by the emotional wounds that affect our entire
body. The system of meridians comes from TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine) and it is a very
complex and interesting area that provides solutions for millions of people worldwide.

On our neck's front and back
parts, we have multiple meridian
(energetic) pathways.

Their possible blockages can
contribute to our neck pain, as
well as the opposite - the blocked
neck area and stiff muscles can
block meridian lines and
negatively affect the energy flow,
organs & emotions.

SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS
Although my background is academic, over the last decade, I could not have found the answers to
my problems with only Western medicine approach, so I had to start looking at things from a
different perspective. The bigger my pain was, the more I had to open myself to the possibility that
there might be a metaphysical (spiritual) reason, ‘the root cause of the root cause.’

Your surgery, injury, accident, problematic digestion, a diagnosis that you have now or have had
since you were born is not happening in your life by coincidence. You probably hit that right index
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finger because you point it at your partner and blame them without looking at your own mistakes and
taking responsibility. There’s a reason why you got your second knee surgery - because you always
rush and run and can not bend - maybe you have lots of pride.

I have studied many authors and approaches focused on the metaphysical/spiritual causes of health
issues, and two of them are pretty accurate in my case and the case of my clients and friends.

The first is the approach of CHAKRAS, and the second is the approach by LOUISE L. HAY. More
authors are explaining the spiritual reasons for our problems, and I genuinely believe that it’s good to
be open to hearing them but also to choose only those that you resonate with.

In the following part I will share more about the Chakra system and the approach of Louise L. Hay
when it comes to the neck pain. You can stay open-minded and read through it, or if this doesn’t feel
right for you, then just skip it and go directly to the 8 STEPS FOR YOUR NECK PAIN RELIEF.

CHAKRAS
Many of you might be familiar with the Indian approach to understanding our life challenges through
chakras. This approach has been here over 3000 years, making me think there must be something
in it. Chakras are from a psychological perspective energetic areas in the body where we store
information, let’s say in the layers. This information can be inherited or built from our childhood and
adulthood and it’s only up to us what we decide to keep and what to release and rewrite.

Picture 10

At the beginning, I was laughing about people who believe in it. But the more I was observing life
situations and the more I was working on specific parts of my body corresponding to certain
chakras, the more I was able to see the correlation between the life topic and the energy centres.
Whenever I released some blockages (on the physical body level) from the area of some of the
chakras, something in my life changed. I was able to see this connection and started to believe in it
more. I was my own case study, and later, my clients’ life situations confirmed the accuracy of this
system.

What does the NECK / THROAT CHAKRA relate
to?
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To COMMUNICATION, self-expression, and listening to others or ourselves. It is about our ability to
speak our truth, be able to express ourselves as well as be able to share what is necessary, but not
overshare. Some people might have difficulties communicating and saying what they would like to.
Others can be overactive and constantly talk without not being able to evaluate when it’s enough.
This chakra is connected with honesty, integrity, and authenticity.

When applying the Chakra approach, it is important to
understand that we often also need to work on healing the
physical problem in our neck. For better results, we always
need to find the root cause (metaphysical / spiritual cause)
and work on the consequences (physical body). It is essential
to realize that your neck pain is probably related to your
inability to express yourself (or any other problem
corresponding to chakra theory) and it’s time to break the
pattern. Through awareness of our words and actions together
with working on the physical problem - doing the exercises
and treatments for your neck.

LOUISE L. HAY
One of the most known metaphysical authors, Louise L. Hay, describes the causes of the health
symptoms in her famous book ‘You Can Heal Your Life’ where you will find the explanations for the
pain in different parts of your body. When it comes to the neck and jaw Louise L. Hay describes
following:

NECK: Represents flexibility. The ability to see what’s back there. Refusing to see other sides of a
question. Stubbornness, inflexibility. Unbending stubbornness.

THROAT: Avenue of expression. Channel of creativity.
● Throat problems: The inability to speak up for one’s Self. Swallowed anger. Stifled

creativity. Refusal to change.
● Sore throat: Holding in angry words. Feeling unable to express the Self.

JAW: Anger. Resentment. A desire for revenge.

TEETH: Represent decisions.
● Teeth Problems: Longstanding indecisiveness. Inability to break down ideas for analysis

and decisions.
● Root Canal: Can’t bite into anything anymore. Root beliefs are being destroyed.
● Impacted Wisdom Teeth: You need to give yourself mental space to create a firm

foundation.

EAR: Represents the capacity to hear. Teeth ache: Anger. Not wanting to hear. Too much turmoil.
Household arguing.

The final decision is always up to you. Will you continue this battle and only look on the physical
level, or will you dive deeper and try to understand the deeper meaning of your pain? In the next
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part of this ebook, you will find the most effective methods that you can use for your neck pain relief.
Let’s have a look into it 🙂

8 STEPS FOR YOUR NECK PAIN RELIEF
When relieving your neck pain, it is very important to understand that the process depends on many
factors. You understand why if you have read the section about the ‘Causes of neck pain’. If you
skipped it, take a few minutes and read it all to understand.

There’s no magical generalized program or advice that will 100% help you to fix your pain. It
depends on each of you and the root causes of your neck pain. Therefore, by understanding these
causes, you will be able to understand more and start your healing path.

In this part of the ebook, I would like to share with you the most effective methods that help with
neck pain relief. After you finish reading and implementing these steps, from my experience with my
clients it might take two weeks or up to six months to resolve this problem. Everyone is very
individual. If you want more guidance, feel free to contact me for a consultation or online sessions,
and we will look deeper into your problem and find solutions.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE NECK PAIN RELIEF METHODS

1. EXERCISES

Exercise can help you release the tension in your muscles, improve circulation, reduce
inflammation, move the lymph, help with the function of your endocrine system (thyroid gland in
neck), and reduce the pressure on the nerve and meridian pathways. As you can see, through
exercises, you can target most of the root causes (the systems) of your neck pain you learned about
in the previous part.

No muscle works separately; your neck is connected not only with your shoulder, elbow, and wrist
but also with your hips, knee, and ankle. Therefore, when working on fixing your neck pain you also
need to align your shoulders, remove lower back misalignment, pain or tension and correct the
whole posture if you want to guarantee that the pain doesn’t come back.

On my website www.krasnanska.com you will find lots of pain relief and body alignment exercises
that will help you not only with your neck pain relief but also with many other imbalances. The best
way is to find a specialist to help with this process. Whether a physiotherapist or a personal trainer
who specialises in posture corrections. If this is not possible for you for any reason, I have a solution
for you.

What’s the difference between random YouTube videos and exercises from the Docurology
platform? Many YouTube videos are actually very good, but without knowing your diagnosis
(syndrome), they can harm you, although they might be good for others. Eventually, you might
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execute them wrongly (this is what I see very often) and because of that activate different muscles
and cause yourself even more harm.

Therefore, I created a set of very safe exercises for everyone. These sequences will help you
eliminate neck pain or tension without side effects. All my programs are based on more than 10
years of observations and experience that helped my clients the most. I excluded the practices
that were not as effective in relieving pain and realigning the body and picked those that were
continuously safe, effective, and helpful - with long-term results. More than 90% of my clients
achieved significant pain relief.

On the ‘Docurolgy platform’ www.krasnanska.com you find these exercising programs to fix not only
your neck but also shoulder, lower back, elbow, and wrist, remove stress, improve digestion,
eliminate fatigue, as well as align the whole body and learn the correct form of the most popular
fitness exercises (squat, lunge, push up, plank). You will also find on the platform the stretching
routines that you can use daily to improve your circulation and general well-being. In addition, there
also are available exercises that you can use with your partner or a friend or videos on how to
remove the painful knots in your muscles (trigger points) with the massage ball.

The neck pain relief program consists of 10 exercises that you do 15-18 min daily for three
weeks. It includes a precise explanation of each exercise so that you can execute it correctly
without side effects. Because I live in Bali, Indonesia, and I see many differences in the financial
resources of people, I wanted this program to be available for everyone without making differences.
Therefore, we made the price very low - 7 € per month (you can cancel easily anytime with only 2
clicks).

2. MASSAGES - BODYWORK - PHYSIOTHERAPY
Massage always was and still is one of the most effective ways to fix your pain. Finding a good
physiotherapist or osteopath would be the best step. They understand the interconnection and help
you navigate through your next steps.

The work of a physiotherapist, osteopath, or chiropractor only makes sense when working on your
alignment by yourself. They will help you relieve the pain and remove the muscle spasm; however,
unless you change the way you use your body, the pain will always come back.

Therefore, I want you to understand that visiting a good masseur or any other specialist that is doing
manual techniques is a fantastic support and speeds up the process, but without you doing ‘the
actual work’ on your muscles and posture they will most likely not be able to help you to the point
where the pain will disappear completely.

I suggest investing in at least a 1-month intensive treatment plan with a professional (4 sessions in
total). Go 1x a week to a qualified physiotherapist, and you will feel how much quicker you get the
results after following the advice of combining the exercises with massage.

Supporting your neck pain relief process through the help of a qualified professional, combined with
daily neck exercises (whether Docurology exercises or any other good) will help you get to a
pain-free state sooner than you think.
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Don’t forget to do everything in moderation because often, when we try to speed up and rush the
process, it’s a setback for us. It might happen that you release too many toxins at once, and it could
cause trouble with other systems in your body, more pain or headaches. It’s also good to know that
sometimes, when we start our healing process and body starts to release the ‘old stuff’ we
temporarily feel the situation worsening. If this happens within the first 2-3 days, it’s ok and it’s a
good thing, if it takes longer, professional advice is necessary.

3. EPSOM & SEA SALT
One of the most miraculous healing methods is salt. The best options are the ocean (sea salt) and
Epsom salt. The salt can suck the toxins out of your body and reduce inflammation and pain.
Personally, I used salt quite often in my healing process. Whenever I release more toxins, for
example, through exercises or massage, I jump in the ocean or bathtub afterwards. In the case of
the bathtub, I highly recommend using Epsom salt; it’s easy to get it and cheap.

Epsom salt, also called magnesium / bitter / English salt, not only reduces pain and swelling, but due
to the concentration of magnesium, it helps with the nervous system, calms us down, and reduces
stress and anxiety. If you feel pain or are stressed, you can always use it. How?

Put 0,3-0,5kg into lukewarm (not hot!) water and take a bath for 15-20 min. Don’t stay in the tub
longer than that because the effect can be very intense, and you might feel dizzy. Afterwards, drink
lots of water. In case of an intensive healing period of your body, I recommend you use an Epsom
salt bath a maximum of 3x a week. Later on, for maintenance, 1x (maximum 2x) a week is enough.
Please, don’t overdo it because this might be a setback.

If you don’t have a bathtub available, you can always put the Epsom salt into a small bowl and put
your hands and feet inside. Another option also is to have a small pack of Epsom salt close to your
shower and take a bit of it into your hands and gently rub your neck for a few minutes when taking a
shower. Let the salt dissolve and get into deeper layers of your muscles. You will feel immediate
pain and tension relief.

4. SAUNA & ICE BATH
Sauna exposes the body to extreme heat and, in turn, induces protective responses that improve
overall health. It helps amazingly to release toxins from your body and eliminate pain. However,
using a sauna is not a great idea if you have inflammation because it can worsen it. But what I highly
recommend is a combination of sauna and ice bath.

Ice baths reduce inflammation and work positively for the nervous system and healing trauma. For
women, I do not recommend using an ice bath before the period and during it.

Generally, women shouldn't stay inside the cold water for a long time for multiple reasons.

However, I can't entirely agree with some specialists saying women shouldn't use ice baths. It
depends on your condition. Of course, individually there might be different options than an ice bath
for particular reasons. But generally speaking, an ice bath is a fantastic tool for fixing neck pain.
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So how to use it? After a sauna (or hot bath), take 30 seconds in the ice bath. Keep your hands
outside; the first couple of times (days), go only to the half of your neck. The better you feel, the
deeper you can dip and even duck the bottom of your skull and chin inside the water.

What is the optimum temperature? Starting with at least 12° Celsius would be great. By practising
this, you can slowly lower it to 7° Celsius - talking about neck pain relief. When it comes to using an
ice bath for different reasons, it might be a different temperature also depending on your gender and
health condition. I would like to avoid writing exact numbers here because people can take it for
granted.

A good routine could start with 30 seconds, and continue up to 2 minutes. Some of you might have
an available spa with an ice bath. If you don't have one, you can always use the bathtub at home. If
that one is not available, also ice cubes or a bag of frozen vegetables can help to put it on your neck
for a bit 🙂

Many people use and prioritise different ‘protocols’ for ice baths. What I am recommending here is a
very simple way for beginners so make sure no one gets harmed. If you are experienced, of course
you might have different ways of doing it.

5. NUTRITION & FASTING

As mentioned above, in the part of this ebook called ‘Digestive system’, you might already have a
better overview of how different body systems work. If your digestion is not working correctly, it will
affect your entire body. When it comes to healing, we always need to set up our organs ‘on track’
first. Acid reflux is often a cause of neck pain resulting from problems with your stomach, and you
need to ensure your digestion is working well first.

Our gut is a foundation for everything and is worth an investment. Or else, you might always be
looking for solutions to your problems. Remember that your entire immune system comes from the
gut. Unless the inflammation is present, we can not fix anything. Therefore, I recommend finding a
specialist and learning what the best thing for you is. Investing into a couple of weeks of working
with someone who knows how to improve your digestion can help your neck pain relief and overall
physical, mental, and emotional health.

And which direction is the best? Vegan, vegetarian, keto, carnivore? Honestly, I am not a big fan of
extremes and saw many cases of vegetarians having problems after 7-8 years of being on that diet,
as well as people, being 20 years vegetarians and healthier than anyone else around. It always
depends on many factors, and it would be irresponsible to tell you what to do with your nutrition in a
generalized health guide. Therefore, you have to find your way and start setting the necessary
changes, ideally with the help of a professional in this field.

When it comes to fasting, it’s a fantastic tool to reduce inflammation and improve your health.
Fasting also applies to having a specific preparation phase, followed by fasting itself together with
the easy movement, good sleep, relaxation, and less mental work. In the end, it’s crucial in which
way you ‘get out of the fasting’ because the first food that you put in your stomach afterward will be
a critical parameter.
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If you have never done it before and don’t have experience, I recommend you educate yourself first
or find a specialist who can guide you through the process. Intermittent fasting is also a way to
support your digestion, let the body relax for a couple of hours a day, and feel lighter. If you are
highly sensitive, have digestion issues or are a woman after 40, I would like to point out that drastic
fasting might not be a solution for you. Speaking to a specialist who has experience with working
with your specifications is very essential. Fasting is an amazing tool but has to be applied carefully.

In case you don’t have any serious health issues, you can download this app from Fasting Coach -
Jason Gutsell https://fasting101.app/download-fasting-101/ and start your own fasting as a lifestyle.
The app is very affordable and contains tasty food recipes & different types of fasting starting from
simple methods building up to more advanced. Jason created the app the way that people don’t
have to torture themselves but slowly improve their ability and relationship with food.

6. AWARENESS
When it comes to healing, we need to work on your body & mind simultaneously. Therefore,
addressing the spiritual & life topics related to your neck is very important. In the part of the ebook
dedicated to Spiritual insights, you could have read more about the Chakras system or the approach
of Louise L. Hay.

The communication issue is ‘the original metaphysical root cause of the physiological root cause.’
Our body navigates us and speaks to us through ‘messages’. If you notice them and implement the
internal changes, the healing goes quicker. Be honest with others and with yourself. Listen to others
but also be able to listen to your own needs. When it comes to neck pain, it’s connected with
speaking - your ability to express yourself and your truth.

For some people, it might mean speaking less and listening more. For some people, speak more
and make your own opinions. It is being able to communicate assertively but not passively,
aggressively, or passive-aggressively and being able to communicate from “I-Form” with taking
responsibility instead of blaming. In other words, it’s time to reveal and express your gifts to the
world.

Whatever meaning you resonate with is the right one for you. The more you bring awareness into
your daily actions and implement these changes, the easier and quicker the healing process will
start.

7. FREQUENCIES
Here are a few frequency methods that can help you with your neck. The most known is sound
healing, amongst which Tibetan and crystal bowls are very effective. Other types of frequency
healing can be simply being in nature or listening to music with a specific frequency.

Each part of our body needs for its optimal function different frequencies. In my case I use for my
neck and jaw the program THROAT CHAKRA & ROOT CHAKRA from a little quantum medicine
device from Germany - Healy. The Root chakra program pushes energy from the bottom of the
spine towards the neck and improves circulation. The throat chakra program works in the
neck/throat itself and sends different frequencies there. These frequencies (Hz) work on all the
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systems inside our neck - muscles, joints, nerves, thyroid gland, circulatory system, meridians,
trauma and old information that we store there.

In times when I had more problems with my lymphI also was gently (on 10%) using the LYMPHATIC
SYSTEM program. People who have chronic pain for years might benefit from adding a CHRONIC
PAIN program into their lifestyle.

If frequency treatment is something that you resonate with - more about Healy you find here, it has
over 200 different programs and you can use it daily also during work because it is as small as a
credit card.

8. RELAXATION
One of the most underestimated healing methods is relaxation. Many of us exercise, go to a
physiotherapist or for massage and afterward jump directly into daily tasks. That often is the thing
that stops people from actual healing. During the session (whether it’s exercises, bodywork, or
healing), you affect your cells, and the body starts to clean itself. Suppose you go directly after doing
your work.

In that case, the body won’t be able to start the restoration processes because your brain puts
attention elsewhere and uses different body systems. Allowing yourself to have time for relaxation
after the treatment at least 10 min (ideally 30 min) is a MUST; without it, it’s almost useless to do the
treatment. The unwind and peaceful moments have the same importance as the treatment itself.
Don’t forget this important and overlooked rule, and give yourself permission to stay at least 10
minutes relaxed & at peace without touching your computer or phone or overthinking. Empty
your mind & give the body time & space to heal!

I hope this little guide helped you to understand more about the causes of your neck pain. I know
there's quite a bit of information but the thing is that the exercises itself are not enough and I would
be lying if I were selling a magic program fixing your neck. What I offer you is the 21-DAY NECK
PAIN RELIEF that is one of the components of successful healing. Each of you will achieve different
results with it. Some might fix their neck in 10 days without any additional steps, others might need 2
months and add more of the above mentioned methods.
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Remember that everybody is individual. Be patient and persistent, listen to your body, empty your
mind for a bit. Do not hesitate to contact me at info@krasnanska.com in case of any questions, or
send your feedback and let me know whether this ebook helped you. It means a lot to me!

Thank you!
Your Ľudmila

What do you find on the Docurology platform - www.krasnanska.com?

1. PAIN RELIEF & POSTURE CORRECTION EXERCISES - 7 €

2. OPTIONS TO WORK WITH ME ONLINE (CONSULTATION & PROGRAM)

3. OPTIONS TO WORK WITH ME LIVE IN BALI

As well as blog posts, podcasts, contact on specialists (online & in Bali) who offer amazing help in
the holistic health field, my story and more about Docurology - the method I developed for life
transformation.
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Picture 2: https://www.khjdgvdfds.pw/ProductDetail.aspx?iid=335474009&pr=50.88

Picture 3: https://www.opuspt.com/blog/category/neck

Picture 4: https://www.proactivecentre.com/blog/2019/1/28/computer-posture-avoiding-headaches-and-neck-pain

Picture 5: https://letstalkscience.ca/educational-resources/stem-in-context/a-taste-heavy-metal

Picture 6: https://3riversortho.com/2017/03/06/carpal-tunnel-syndrome-vs-cervical-radiculopathy/

Picture 7: https://healthjade.net/ulnar-nerve/

Picture 8: https://www.bowentechniquebristol.com/post/healing-the-vagus-nerve-exercise-1
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